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Abstract

How do firms adjust wages and non-wage policies over time to fill their jobs? Using adminis-
trative data and two RCTs on a large staffing platform, we show that even when jobs are unfilled
days or hours before the start of work, most firms do not raise wages. Rather, firms are much
more likely to make non-wage adjustments such as lowering skill requirements. When wage
adjustment occurs, it is usually in the positive direction and occurs close to when work begins.
Firms’ reluctance to raise wages does not appear to be due to inattention or time constraints.
Firms reject opportunities to use different forms of automatic wage adjustments presented by
the platform in the first RCT. Instead, firms are uncertain about the labor supply elasticity
and concerned about spillovers from raising wages, both across workers and over time.A second
worker-side RCT that randomly adjusts wages confirms wage increases are effective at increasing
completed work, allowing us to quantify the production ramifications of firm search frictions.
Our results help rationalize why many vacancies go unfilled.
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The hiring process, in which workers and firms match, is a central economic topic. A large

literature studies how workers search for jobs, often focusing on the worker’s problem over time,

e.g., how do workers search as they near the date of expiration for their unemployment benefits.1

However, firms also face time constraints. For example, a theater needs someone to sell tickets and

snacks for a movie showing at a certain time, or a university needs someone to teach a class in

the winter semester. How do firms adjust to fill their jobs over time, both in terms of wage and

non-wage factors? Unfortunately, relative to what is known on worker search over time, little is

known about how firms search for workers over time, consistent with a general dearth of knowledge

in personnel economics on firm hiring strategies (Oyer & Schaefer, 2011; Bloom & Van Reenen,

2011).

The question of how firms search for workers over time is of particular importance during tight

labor markets, such as the one occurring during much of the COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath.

In 2022, the ratio of vacancies to jobseekers reached unprecedented levels, and this was especially

true in low-skill labor markets. Of course, the issue of labor shortages is hardly specific to the

pandemic. In many occupations, from truckers and construction tradespeople, to nurses, physicians,

and teachers, it is frequently argued that there are substantial labor shortages.

This paper sheds light on how firms adjust wage and non-wage factors using administrative

data and two randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on a leading national staffing platform (hereafter,

the “Platform”). On the Platform, firms hire workers for a large variety low-skill jobs, usually,

jobs lasting one day. The setting is well suited for our research questions. First, we observe rich,

high-frequency data on how firms adjust features and requirements of the jobs. For each job, we

see all the adjustments which are made, including hourly wage adjustments, hours adjustments,

skill requirements, and restrictions based on worker productivity. We observe the exact time at

which worker is set to begin, so we can observe how adjustments to wage and non-wage features

of jobs occur relative to the start of work. We are not aware of other data with these features.

Second, the Platform is broadly representative of many low-skill jobs, for which labor shortages

seem especially acute. In addition, since the Platform is close to a spot market, we can rule out

many alternative explanations for results such as the existence of long-term contracts, insurance

against income fluctuations, or wage negotiations. Third, collaborating with the Platform, we have

1A recent paper containing a rich review of the literature is DellaVigna et al. (2017).
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the opportunity to analyze RCTs, which present firms with different opportunities to fill their jobs.

Our analysis is grounded in a simple conceptual framework. In a very simple model of a

monopsonistic firm, we show that firms increase wages when labor markets are tighter or as it gets

closer to the start of the job. However, the degree to which firms prefer to adjust wage factors

depends on potential spillovers from increasing wages.

Using the universe of tens of thousands of workers and businesses on the Platform during

2017-2019, we document that firms appear hesitant to adjust wages. As time runs closer to the

start of a job, firms do raise wages, but only by very limited amounts, namely, about $0.05 per hour

on average. This occurs across a wide range of jobs and many jobs go unfilled as a result.

As we document, firms’ limited tendency to increase wages as time fills out appears part of a

broader tendency of firms not to adjust wages. For example, wages also adjust little to (a) tightening

labor markets, (b) filling positions at unpopular times of day, and (c) local wage differences. We

view this general lack of wage adjustment as broadly consistent with a recent paper by Hazell et al.

(2022), who show that large firms perform relatively little adjustment of wages to the conditions of

a local labor market.

The spot market nature of the Platform means that a number of leading explanations based

on long-term work arrangements cannot explain our findings. Another possible explanation is that

firms adjust their wages at lower time frequencies. However, we find only limited evidence for

that in our data. One possible class of explanations is that firms are inattentive or adjustment

costs in responding rapidly to unfilled positions. A second possibility is that firms face important

frictions, potentially psychological ones, that limit their ability to quickly adjust wages. To better

test between these explanations, we turn to an RCT.

In the primary RCT described in Section 3, firms make binary decisions about hypothetical

firm policies related to dynamic wage adjustment and other policies. However, the Platform is

deeply interested in actually implementing these policies. Working with the Platform’s legal and

product teams, we collaborated on policies that were of strong interest to them, and that could

potentially be implemented in the future. Thus, firm responses were incentivized based on the idea

that policies could actually be implemented in the future. In the RCT, we find strong evidence that

firms shy away from adjusting wages due to frictions, both across workers and over time. We find

little evidence that firms do not adjust wages simply because they do not know about opportunities
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to adjust wages or that it is too costly in terms of time to do so.

A final explanation for why firms perform very limited wage adjustment is that wage increases

have limited benefits in our setting in terms of filling jobs.

Our paper relates to several literatures. First, it relates to work in labor and personnel economics

on hiring. Models of job search focus on the process by which workers search for jobs. Much less is

known about how firms search for workers, and especially about the detailed nature of the search,

and how they trade off wage versus non-wage factors. Using highly granular data, our findings

substantially expand our understanding of the process by which firms search and the frictions that

they face.

Second, it relates to work in labor economics on wage rigidity. It has long been known that

wages exhibit downward wage rigidity, with firms being hesitant to cut wages in bad times. Our

results speak instead to the issue of upward wage rigidity and the frictions firms face. Given our

finding that firms are concerned about intertemporal spillovers (i.e., the problem that workers

will feel frustrated if page yesterday was higher), our paper suggests that downward and upward

wage rigidity are closely related. Firms may be hesitant to raise wages now if there are issues with

lowering them later.

Third, it relates to work in industrial organization on dynamic pricing. Growing work in various

industries from airlines to ticket pricing shows that firms engage in dynamic pricing, and that there

are often significant profit returns from doing so. For example, many firms drop prices in the hours

very close to a concert or flight. While we document that wages raise, the degree of rigidity we

observe is much lower than for consumer markets.

Fourth, it relates to work on behavioral firms. A small but growing body of research suggests

that not only do workers sometimes act in “behavioral” factors, but sometimes so to do firms. In our

case, our findings broadly support that firms are not necessarily making mistakes, but are optimizing

in a constrained environment, where adjusting wages imposes a variety of costs on workers and the

broader organization.
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1 The Platform and the Data

2 Observational Analysis of Data on the Platform

Firm reactions to hiring difficulties. The above results show that firms raise wages only

limited amounts prior to the start of jobs. While this seems to suggest that firms are hesitant to

adjust wages to fill jobs, other explanations are also possible. One possibility is that firms do adjust

wages to fill jobs, but face challenges in performing wage adjustments at daily frequencies, e.g.,

perhaps they adjust wages on a weekly timeframe. A second possibility is that firms wish to adjust

wages, but do not know the going the wage.

To help shed light on such possibilities, we examine how firms adjust their wages and other

factors when they fail to fill their jobs. For each establishment, we locate the first event in our data

when they experience a zero fill rate. We estimate regressions of the form:

(1) yit = Σkβ
kDk

it+Xitδ+ϵit

where yit is an outcome of firm i in week t such as firm wages; Dk
it = 1(t−τ= k) are event time

dummies, with τ being the time at which the establishment experiences a hiring shock; Xit are

controls, and ϵit is an error. We restrict to the five weeks before and after the first negative

hiring event, focusing on the first event as it is likely to contain the most information and to avoid

complications with multiple shocks per establishment.

Figure 7 shows that firms do increase wages somewhat after a zero hiring shock, but the

magnitude of adjustment is relatively small, with an average post-treatment increase of roughly 20

cents. Panel (a) of shows using the full sample of shocks, showing that firms appear to gradually

raise their hourly wage after a zero hiring shock, increasing by roughly $0.10 per hour in the week

after the zero fill event, to roughly $0.40 more per hour roughly five weeks after the event, and

an average post-treatment effect of $0.21 more per hour. A challenge with panel (a) is that the

sample is highly unbalanced with many firms not hiring in week. Thus, panel (b) remakes the

results requiring that an establishment post work in all five weeks after a zero fill event. The result

is similar, having a raise of $0.35 more per hour five weeks out, and an average post-treatment effect

of $0.20 more per hour.
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One concern with these results is whether the event is endogenous, e.g., firm experience hiring

shocks when they lower wages. We address this by instrumenting the presence of a zero hiring shock

with whether the fill rate of other plants in the same three-digit zip code and week. As shown in

the Appendix, we find ABC.

3 Primary RCT: Firm Demand for Dynamic Pricing

4 Secondary RCT: The Impact of Wage Increases on Job Filling

5 Conclusion
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Figure 1 Hourly Wages Leading Up to Job Start

N = 57,449 jobs

Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 14.71
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
The regression only includes observations from jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start (i.e., day 0). On each
day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled, defined as fewer slots filled than requested. Wages winsorized
at .5 and 99.5 percentiles.
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Figure 2 Total Wages Leading Up to Job Start

N = 57,488 jobs

Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 116.87
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
The regression only includes observations from jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start (i.e., day 0). On each
day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled, defined as fewer slots filled than requested. Wages winsorized
at .5 and 99.5 percentiles.
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Figure 3 Hours Leading Up to Job Start

N = 58,978 jobs

Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 8.01
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
The regression only includes observations from jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start (i.e., day 0). On each
day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled, defined as fewer slots filled than requested. The outcome,
hours, measures the length in time of the job posting. 54% of outcome values are imputing using either the total wage
compared to the hourly wage or the start and end time of the job posting.
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Figure 4 Number of Characters in Skills Descriptions Leading Up to Job Start

N = 57,312 jobs

Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 229.18
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
The regression only includes observations from jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start (i.e., day 0). On each
day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled, defined as fewer slots filled than requested. The outcome
measures the number of characters in the description of skills needed for the job inputted by the firm.
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Figure 5 Number of Items in Skills Descriptions

N = 57,312 jobs
Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 4.17
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
Using jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start. The sample only includes observations from jobs that exist at
least 5 days prior to job start. On each day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled (i.e. fewer slots filled
than requested). The outcome measures the number of listed items (“bullet points”) in the description of skills needed
for the job inputted by the firm.
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Figure 6 Badges: Conditional on an existing badge on the previous day

N = 3,321 jobs

Dep. var mean (Day 5) = 1.13
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Notes: Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals in brackets, using job fixed effects and robust standard errors.
Using jobs that exist at least 5 days prior to job start. The sample only includes observations from jobs that exist at
least 5 days prior to job start. On each day, a job is only included in the sample if it is unfilled (i.e. fewer slots filled
than requested). The outcome measures the total number of 5 available badges a job posting requires that workers
have in order to accept the job. Moreover, an observation is only here included if, on the previous day, the job
requires at least one badge, such that the employer may either add or remove a badge on the current day.
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Figure 7 Firms’ Adjustment to their Hourly Wage After Experiencing a Zero Fill Hiring Shock
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(a) Use All Shocks
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(b) Restrict to Shocks Where Firm Hires in All Five Weeks After the Shock

Notes: Standard errors clustered by establishment. Week zero refers to the week of a zero hiring shock. We take the
first zero hiring shock for each establishment, and we exclude establishments with no zero hiring shocks. The sample
for the event study is restricted to run from five weeks before a zero hiring event until five weeks after a zero hiring
week. All regressions control for year-month dummies.
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Web Appendix, “How Do Firms Search for Workers Over Time?”, by Cullen,
Hoffman, and Koenig

Figure A1 Wage at Large Employers over Time
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